
Complaints Management 
in Translation Processes

Learn

 � how to boost the customer satisfaction

 � how to avoid future costs from being incurred due to errors, consequential 

problems, and complaints

 � how to analyze and classify complaints

 � how to optimize the way how complaints are processed

 � why complaints are actually beneficial
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Translators and language service providers are 
operating in a highly competitive environment. This 
underlines the need for high-quality work. Any com-
plaints should be carefully examined and viewed as 
an opportunity to further optimize operations. 

This white paper describes how systematic pro-
cessing of complaints can improve the quality 
of the work in the medium run and reduce the 
risks, which must not be underestimated.
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Dissatisfied Customers? 

The way how complaints are handled will affect the 
customer satisfaction and loyalty. Unfortunately, enter-
prises and freelance translators are often reluctant 
to duly take care of complaints. Actually, complaints 
indicate that the external customer or an internal 
department is not satisfied with the product delivered 
or the service performed. Complaints may be justified 
if deficiencies are actually on hand, or they may be 
the result of misunderstandings in connection with 
the details of the order placement. Regardless of the 
causes, the translation partner should take complaints 
seriously, process them systematically, take any 
required optimization measures, and cooperate with 
the customer in order to find a satisfactory solution. 
The complaints management comprises the planning, 
performance, and monitoring of all measures that an 
enterprise takes in connection with customer com-
plaints concerning products and services. 

Complaints Management in Translation 
Processes

Successfully Boosting the 
Customer Satisfaction

Effective complaints management can increase the 
degree of customer satisfaction. As a matter of prin-
ciple, a provider should derive something positive 
from complaints, no matter how unpleasant such 
may seem to be. In this way, the provider can revise 
the delivered translation, examine his workflow and 
processes for weak spots, and avoid the same errors 
from occurring again (or at least reduce them). If the 
customer silently stomachs a supposedly poor result, 
there is a great risk that he will engage a different 
translator or language service provider for the next 
project. Moreover, a provider's reputation could be 
harmed if the customer rates him poorly or shares 
negative impressions with others via social networks. 
It has been said that a satisfied customer will share 
his experience with three others, while a dissatisfied 
customer will share it with 10. 

Meticulous complaints management can also help 
avoid future costs from being incurred due to errors, 
consequential problems, and complaints. Depending 
on the applicable contractual clause, such costs may 
reach a significant magnitude especially if a faulty 
translation leads to damage, e.g. if a machine is han-
dled incorrectly or regulatory requirements are not 
complied with. 

Objective Analysis and 
Classification

Justified Complaints 
Once a complaint is received, the first thing to do 
should be to analyze whether it is actually justified 
and substantiated. For example, if the customer had 
submitted the wrong file for translation or not clearly 
defined the target language (e.g. US or UK English?), 
it might be possible to reject the complaint. A justified 
complaint is on hand if it is specific and can be veri-
fied (e.g. the customer furnishes evidence of faulty or 
missing translations). 

Personal Failure
Complaints may also concern personal failure, e.g. 
if inquiries are answered too late, incompetently, or 

not at all. Additionally, complaints should be classi-
fied by severity. Minor comments or corrections are 
no big issue and usually do not require any significant 
changes to the existing workflow or process. The situ-
ation is different with serious complaints. In this case, 
an intensive, self-critical search for errors is a must. 

Initial Complaints 
In the case of initial complaints, it should be checked 
how the issue can be avoided in the future. In the 
case of recurring complaints, the provider should 
analyze why previously initiated countermeasures 
have not been successful.

Translation projects often give rise to 
complaints in the following areas:

 » Data pre-processing/post-processing: 
Complaints in this area can arise if the language 
service provider receives files with a layout 
(e.g. InDesign files) and does not read them out 
correctly or inserts the translation in the wrong 
way in the layout.

 » Translation: Complaints in this field concern 
faulty, incomplete, or inconsistent translations.
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 » Project management: Non-compliance with due 
dates or processes, inability of the customer to 
reach the provider, and faulty invoices are the 
main reasons for complaints.

 » Infrastructure/tools/translation memory: 
Complaints can occur in this area if the language 
service provider uses poor solutions that e.g. 
endanger the data security or that do not have the 
required interfaces for the data exchange. Another 
risk concerns the lack of competence with regard 
to the deployed systems. Non-consistent use of 
the translation memory may also be a reason for 
complaints. 

Successfully Processing 
Complaints

To learn from past mistakes, it is advisable to 
thoroughly process incoming complaints. These 
should be recorded in a structured manner along with 
the derived reaction and be documented seamlessly 
and transparently. The analysis and classification can 
take place according to special quality requirements, 
contractual agreements, and/or the quality standards 
ISO 9001 and ISO 17100. This should be followed by 
a self-critical error analysis and the introduction and 
consistent implementation of measures to prevent 
such complaints.

A number of standardized procedures are avail-
able for processing complaints, e.g. the 8D report, 
the 4D report, and the 5-why method.

 » The 8D report comprises eight disciplines that 
are required for processing complaints and is 
mainly used for customer and supplier complaints. 
The eight process steps are the team formation, 
the problem description, interim containment 
actions, the root cause analysis, the planning of 
corrective actions, the introduction of corrective 
actions, preventive actions to avoid errors from 
being repeated, and the recognition of the team 
performance.

 » The 4D report is mainly used for processing 
errors internally. The report is quicker to apply 
than the 8D report. The four disciplines are the 
problem description, the root cause analysis 
and containment actions, the identification and 
implementation of corrective actions, and the 
validation of their effectiveness.

 » The 5-why method is a simple approach that 
can help to find the cause and effect of errors. 
The approach provides for systematic questioning 
and analysis of the problems and documentation 
of the answers. To find the real cause of an error, 
it is not always necessary to ask all five "Why" 
questions.

Why Complaints Are Actually 
Beneficial

 » Every customer who submits a complaint acts as 
your advisor and quality manager.

 » The customer gives you the opportunity to put 
things straight.

 » Complaints enable you to forestall negative 
multiplication effects.

 » The sooner an error is discovered and eliminated, 
the fewer other customers will make the same 
bad experience.

 » Professional, customer-friendly complaints 
handling will be remembered positively.

 » Eliminated errors trigger an intensive emotional 
response, with a long-term positive impact on the 
customer bonding.

 
Processes can be implemented so as to avoid error 
sources. Unnecessary errors can be minimized by 
means of a high level of transparency and comprehen-
sive quality management as a fixed element of every 
translation project. Open communication between the 
parties involved in the process is a basic precondition 
for effective complaints.

We help to implement smart, transparent processes 
in order to minimize complaints and avoid errors in 
the future. 

Holistic quality management can help avoid 
many errors in the translation process. Further 
information on this subject is available in the 
white paper "Quality Assurance in Translation 
Projects".
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Any questions? 
Contact us for more information.

Across Systems GmbH
www.across.net
+49 (0) 7248 925 425
info@across.net

About Across

Eque netur, temodis de cus sequi tem que esciis veles 
as dolorunt quat.
Mento officta adio cullent aperercim am etur ad ut ape 
eatia nus derit facepudi repudi ident, aut quatis expli-
tam, nati id que nos ipsunt, que escitaque praeratur, que 
volum voluption nim et, qui quamus eatesecabo. Ribus 
ide niendio corit quiduciis dolluptatur rest, verum que 
parumNequia quam, cores doluptatem quam estia do-
loreriosti dolore suntiur aspedi omnihil magnam evel is 
adit optis minus nisi dictur, cum exerspe rspere peria aut 
estiber orectur erciis apienimint quatemque deliquo bla-

boriae voluptam, ant que et, quidusam idus magniminiet 
escipsanit et et alit, veleceptium quia quatur minctem-
que volum quam alis cus sinctem olumet que la sunt 
peritin usapicta dentiamus restior emquis exceatio enti 
aut escil eum sitet is quam nissimet optatem. Itatia et 
alitem et, conet quat.

About Across Systems

With its smart software solutions, Across Systems assists enterprises and 
translators worldwide in successfully processing their translation projects. 
Customers from diverse industries use the Across Language Server and the 
Across Translator Edition to tackle their daily localization challenges.

https://www.xing.com/companies/acrosssystemsgmbh
https://twitter.com/across_systems
https://www.linkedin.com/company/across-systems-gmbh/
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